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RECENT COINAGE OF COSTA RICA

by J. V.'illian Davis

Type listings of the coins of Costa Rica in the Third Edition
of "Current Coins of the V'orld" do not recognise a change in
coins issued since 1965 from those struck previously. It is
suggested that the next edition of "Current Coins" will be
amended to list these coins as follows:

Reverse: B.C.C.R.
(Banco Central de Costa Rica)

5 Stars in arms

Copper-Nickel (Notes)

A64 5 Centimos 1951 (BC/CR Divided)
64 5 Centimos 1951
65 1C Centimos 1951

Stainless Steel

66 5 Centimos 1953-1967 (*) 1953,58 Phila
67 10 Centimos 1953-1967 (*) same
68 1 Colon 1954 Philadelphia
69 2 Colones 1954 Philadelphia

Copper-Nickel

68a 1 Colon 1961 Philadelphia
69a 2 Colones 1961 Philadelphia

7 Stars in arms

(70 5 Centimos 1969) (*) Denver
(71 10 Centimos 1969) (*) Denver

1967 S.F.

Copper-Nickel

72 (70) 25 Centimes 1967
73 (71) 50 Centimos 1965
73a 50 Centimes 1968 (Large

numerals of value)
74 1 Colon 1965, 1968
75 2 Colones 1968

London
London

Philadelphia
"Germany", Philadelphia
London

(*) The 1969 5 and 10 Centimos are tentatively listed here.
These have not been reported in circulation and it is not yet
known whether the change in the stars appears on them or in
what metal they were struck. They may be identical with the
1953-1967 issues.
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ILVER COINS OF POLAND- 1924-1939

The late Joseph Sawicki
,
noted American numismatist on

Polish coinage, characterized Poland as,

"... The land of romance and gallant knighthood, of high
ideals and splendid culture, venerable in her thousand year
existence, admired for her chivalry and heroism, respected
for her courage and love of liberty, champion of freedom
whose banners bore the motto "For Our Liberty and Yours",
great contributor to the world's culture and science..."

A careful search and survey of many English language publi-
cations over the past 5 or more years has revealed a dearth
of published information about the coinage of Poland. Can
it be that there only exists a mere handful of numismatists
willing and able to research this country's rich contribu-
tions to the numismatic world? Whatever the reason this
article is intended to hopefully instigate interest and
some historical background for the foreign coin collector.

The numismatic history of Poland can be divided into four
important and distinctive time periods. They are:

Each of these periods of history contains so much lore of

Poland's coinage that this article would offer little to

numismatics if one attempted to cover all the time periods

in one short paper. Therefore I will only concentrate on

the period of 1918 - 1939, when this proud country enjoyed

a short but progressive independence in our modern times.

After over 100 years of partitioning by Russia, Prussia,

Germany and Austria, Poland was re-created as an indepen-

dent republic in 1918 through the tenacious efforts of

Woodrow Wilson who devoted the 13th of his famous 14 points

to the necessity of creating an independent Polish state -

after World War I - which would embrace all "territories

inhabited by indisputably Polish population" and have "a

free and secure access to the sea." Although the Treaty of

Versailles had defined the western boundary of Poland, the

eastern boundary issue was not resolved until 1923. It

took several years of agonizing war - after the conclusion

of WW I - between the Poles and Russians to resolve this

issue. The dispute was finally settled after the Bolsheviks

were soundly defeated by the Poles and the League of

Nations established the eastern boundary on 15 March 1923.

By Henry W. Schab

a. The Kings of Poland
b. Partition Years
c. Independence Years
d. Poland under Communism

966 - 1795
1795 - 1863
1918 - 1939
1949 to present
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For economic stabilization and regulation Poland had become
a member of a union of central European countries which
also included France, Italy, and Belgium. This union had
been formed in 1865 to regulate monetary problems and
establish uniform methods of minting coinage, principally
silver and gold. The base of the system was a fixed ratio
of gold to silver of 1:15 to 5 . It is interesting to note
that this was the same basic ratio which the U.S. monetary
system was established upon.

The regular coinage of independent Poland started in 1923
with the "zloty" as the basic unit of currency. The zloty
was equivalent to 100 groszy. The zloty has been original-
ly fixed to be on par with the Swiss gold franc but in 1924
it was established at a slightly lower monetary level.
This relationship to the gold franc is probably the origin
of the generic term "zloty" which in Polish means "gold".

The first silver coins appeared in 1924 in values of 1 and
2 zlotys. Both coins show on the obverse the famous crown-
ed Polish eagle, facing to the left, with outspread wings,
the date at the bottom and the phrase "RZECZPOSPOLITA
POLSKA" (Republic of Poland) encirculating the eagle. The
reverse displays a bust of a young peasant girl, facing to

the left, and gazing at 4 stalks of corn. These coins were
made of both .835 and .750 fineness silver. (Figure 1) The
1 zloty piece was minted in Paris while the 2 zloty was
minted in Paris, London and Philadelphia. The London mint
mark is designated by the letter "H" and this coin is quite
rare. Less than 400,000 were minted. These two coins were
also produced in 1925. During this year the 1 zloty denom-
ination was minted in London while the 2 zloty coin was
minted in both London and Philadelphia. Although neither
exhibits a mint mark the series issued in London is identi-
fied by a "dot" after the date. None of the coins minted
in Philadelphia carry a mint mark. According to Terlecki
in his "Katalog Monet Polskich, 1916-1965" both of the 1

and 2 zloty designs were withdrawn from circulation in 1929
and 1932 and melted down. This was done because the eco-

nomic situation in Poland was unstable and the value of the

silver content of these coins exceeded the face value of

the coins. None of these coins had original issues of more
than 1 million.

Gumowski in his "Handbuch der Polnischen Numismatik" (Hand-

book of Polish Numismatics) lists other silver coins minted
in 1924. These are:

a

.

1 zlote .835 fine 23 mm. 5 gms

b. 2 zlote .835 fine 27 mm

.

10 gms

c

.

5 zlotych .900 fine 31 mm. 25 gms

d. 5 zlotych .750 fine 37 mm. 25 gms
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I have not been able to identify or attribute these coins
so if any reader can aid in their identity please contact

1°. addition this handbook lists several other uniden-tified issues. These are;

a

.

1925 5 zlotych .900 fine 37 mm. 25 gms
b

.

1927 5 zlotych . 750 fine 33 mm. 18 gms
c . 1927 2 zlote .500 fine 27 mm. 10 gms

In 1928 the first silver crown minted in Warsaw appeared.
This was a 5 zlotych piece exhibiting the spread winged
eagle with the date and value on the obverse and a standing
figure of the winged "Nike" with outspread wings encircula-
ted by the phrase "RZECZPOSPOLITA POLSKA" on the reverse.
Engraved on the rim is the legend "Salus Reipublicae Supre-
ma Lex" (The Welfare of the Country is the Supreme Law) This
coin was also issued in the years 1930 - 1931 and 1932 by
the Warsaw and Belgium mints. (This coin has been counter-
feited to a large degree.) Both mints produced less than
400.000 coins each in 1928. In 1930 the Warsaw mint pro-
duced less than 80,000 coins while in 1931 approximately
15.000 coins were minted. This coin has a .900 fineness of
silver. In 1932 only a small number (less than 3000) were
released into circulation due to the government's decision
to reduce the silver content of its coins. A new issue of 5

zlotych in this year (described later in this paper) of .750

fineness quickly drive the higher silver content coin out of

circulation. Terlecki considers the 1932 "Nike crown one of
the rarest of the Polish coins in this era. (Figure 2).

(Note: The mint mark of the Warsaw mint for all the

issues discussed in this paper, is the following
" ". This mint mark appears on the obverse on

some issues and on the reverse in other issues.)

In 1930 a 5 zlotych silver crown was issued to commemorate
the 100th anniversary of the 1830 Polish people's insurrec-

tion against Russian rule. The obverse shows the typical

eagle with coin value and date while the reverse displays

an unfurled standard with the legend "HONOR I OJCZYNA"
(Honor and Country) while below the standard are the dates

1830 - 1930 with the phrase "W SETNA ROCZNICE POWSTANIA"

(100th Anniversary of the Insurrection). Stamped on the

rim is the same Latin inscription as on the Nike coin. A

regular issue of over 1 million coins was produced however

approximately 3000 coins were also minted with incuse

lettering. This latter type is very rare and is seldom

offered for sale. I have never seen it listed in any sale

or auction. Both issues were withdrawn from circulation in

1932 and melted down. (Figure 3)
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In 1932 a new issue of silver coins appeared. These were
the 2, 5, and 10 zlotych series. The obverse shows again
the Polish eagle with encircling phrase with date and value
as in previous regular issues. The reverse portrays the

bust of a partially veiled woman surrounded by radial rays

of wheat stalks. This is the "Polonia" (Poland) series.

The bust of the young woman was posed by Mrs. Janina
Morstin, wife to the noted Italian playwright. She was
selected as a typical representative of Polish womanhood.
Mrs. Morstin was born in Kadzewie, Poland in 1895 and died
in Warsaw in 1965. These coins were minted in Warsaw with
the 5 and 10 zlotych issues also minted in England. The
latter mint did not produce a mint mark. The Warsaw mint
mark is found under the right claw of the eagle. The same
three series were also produced in 1933 and 1934 by the
Warsaw mint. (Figure 4)

During 1933 two commemorative 10 zlotych coins were pro-
duced at the Warsaw mint. Both had a small mintage, i.e.,
less than 300,000 each. The first was to honor King John
Sobieski III on the 250th anniversary of the preservation
of Christianity in Europe through his victory over the
Turks in 1683. It has been written by historians that
there was no Polish name more popular or better known a-
broad than that of Sobieski. Responding to the desperate
appeal of the Pope and Emperor Leopold of Austria he mob-
ilized an army of 30,000 Poles and joined with several
thousand Austrians to lead this army against 200,000 Turks.
In a great battle on 12 September 1683 outside the gates of
Vienna he routed the Turks and entered the walls of the

city as its savior. It is a cruel paradox for less than
100 years later Austria repaid her debt of gratitude to

Poland by participating in the dismemberment of Poland and
later on by taking part with Russia and Germany in several
additional partitions. The familiar eagle, wording and
value are shown on the obverse of this coin and the reverse
shows the bust of the king, facing to the right, with the

dates 1683 - 1933 on the left and the name "Jan III
Sobieski" on the right side. The Warsaw mint mark is found
under the right claw. (Figure 5)

The second coin commemorates the 70th anniversary of the

"last Polish uprising" against the rigid Russian rule in

the year 1863. It honors the last Polish "dictator"
Romauld Traugutt, one of the leaders of this unsuccessful
rebellion. He died on the scaffold on 5 August 1864. Only
300,000 pieces were released by the Warsaw mint. The ob-

verse is similar to the Sobieski coin and the reverse shows

the portrait of Traugutt surrounded with the name "Romauld
Traugutt" and the dates 1863 - 1933 on either side of the

figure. (Figure 6)
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In 1934 we see the first series of silver coins honoring
Marshall Joseph Pilsudski, the "iron Man" of Poland. This
picturesque leader of Poland, of Lithuanian origin and an
exile of Russian imprisonment in Siberia, entered World War
I in 1914 with his famous Rifle Corps and fought the
Russians. His volunteer legions engaged in a campaign
which lasted about 2 years and drove the Russions almost
out of all traditional Polish territories. He was Chief of
State of Poland from 1919 to 1922 and although succeeded by
President Stanislaw Wojciehowski in 1922 he continued to
wield great power in Poland until his death in 1935. A
soldier and statesman he left a deep mark on Poland's
heritage and history.

Two silver coins, a 5 and 10 zlotych piece, appeared in
1934 to honor the 20th anniversary of the formation of the
Rifle Corps. The obverse shows a small eagle atop a shield
containing the letter "S". The words "RZECZPOSPOLITA
POLSKA" encircle the eagle with the coin value below the
shield. Radially extending rays project from the words out
to the rim. On the reverse is an effigy of J. Pilsudski,
facing to the left, with a small date behind the bust. The
mint in Warsaw produced 300,000 of each. The mint mark is

located just ahead of the front collar. The designer of
this issue was W. Ostrowski. (Figure 7)

In 1934 three other Pilsudski coins were minted. These were
the 1, 5 and 10 zlotych pieces. The obverse shows a stand-
ing spread-winged eagle of smaller size than the regular
issues, encircled with the now familiar phrase "RZECZPOSPO-
LITA POLSKA" and the date and value below the eagle. Radi-
al rays extend from the eagle out to the rim. The mint
mark is found in the same place as the other Pilsudski
coins. The 10 zlotych coin of this issue was also minted
in 1935, 1936, 1937, 1938 and 1939. The 1934 and 1938
issues are relatively rare because of the low mintage, i.e.,

less than 300,000 each. A 2 zlote coin of this series pro-

duced in 1936 is also of low mintage, i.e., less than

75,000 and is considered one of the rarest circulating

coins in the period between World Wars I and II. (Figure 8)

In 1936 a beautiful silver coin issue was produced by the

Warsaw mint. These are the 2 and 5 zlotych "Sailing Ves-

sel" series. The obverse shows the typical Polish eagle

encircled by the same phrase and the date. The reverse

shows a full sail 3 masted schooner with the coin value be-

neath the vessel. The mint mark is found just aft the poop

deck. These coins commemorate the 15th anniversary of the

opening of the Gdynia port in 1921. Although both coins

bear the date 1936 only the 5 zlotych coin was minted in

that year. The 2 zlote coin was minted in the years 1937

and 1938. (Figure 9)
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The coins described in this paper are illustrated in Figures

1 thru 9. They are also identified by Yeoman numbers.
Should there be any errors in the statistics the author
would be most appreciative hearing from any reader.

My research has shown that many other silver coins were
issued by Poland during this period under study. These
e. ins however consist of patterns, issues withdrawn shortly
after minting and melted down, trial pieces, etc. These
issues were not considered as regular circulating coins so

were not included in this study. In the near future I

will catalog these questioned coins so that Polish coin
collectors will be more informed of this country's numis-
matics .

Much of the information in this paper was obtained from the
"Katalog Monet Polskich 1916 - 1965" by Wladyslaw Terlecki,
informal correspondence with other numismatists and other
sources already mentioned.

NOTE: 1. After the quantity issued the capitol letter
designates the issuing mint.

2. The Philadelphia mint produced .750 fine coins.

3. M represents million.

Weight and dia.

Yeoman No

.

Material

Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia.

Yeoman No.
Material

Mints

Dates of issue
and quantity

Figure 1

5 gms . 23 mm.

Y15
Silver .835 and .750

fineness (1924)
.750 fineness (1925)

Paris (R), London (L)

1924 - less than 1M

1925 - less than 1M

10 gms. 27 mm.

Y16
Silver .835 and .750

fineness (1924)
.750 fineness (1925)

Paris (R), London (L),

Philadelphia (P)

1924 - 4.4M (P)

1925 - 1.6M (P)

1924 - less than 400,000 (L)
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Weight and dia
Yeoman No.
Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia
Yeoman No.
Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia
Yeoman No.
Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia
Yeoman No.

Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia
Yeoman No.

Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Figure 2

18 gms . 33 mm.
Y18
Silver .900 fineness
Belgium (B), Warsaw (W)

1928-less than 400, 000(B)
1928-less than 400,000(W)

1930-

less than 80,000(W)

1931-

less than 15,000(W)

1932-

less than 3000(W)

Figure 3

1 8 gms . 3 3 mm

.

Y19
Silver .900 fineness
Warsaw (W)

1930-less than 1M (W)
1930 - 3000 with incuse

lettering (W)

Figure 4

4 . 4 gms . 22 mm.
Y20
Silver .750 fineness
Warsaw (W)

1932, 1933 and 1934 -

less than 1M each year

11 gms. 28 mm.

Y21
Silver .750 fineness
Warsaw (W) ,

London (L)

1932-less than 2M (W)

1933 and 1934 - less
than 2M each year (W)

22 gms . 34 mm.

Y22
Silver .750 fineness
Warsaw (W)

,

London (L)

1932 and 1933 - less than

2M each year (W)

1934 - less than 2M (W)
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Figure 5

Weight and dia.

Yeoman No.

Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia
Yeoman No

.

Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia
Yeoman No.

Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia
Yeoman No.
Material
Mint
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia
Yeoman No.

Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia
Yeoman No

.

Material
Mints
Dates of issue

and quantity

22 gms . 34 mm.

Y23
Silver .750 fineness
Warsaw (W)

1933 - about 300,000

Figure 6

22 gms . 34 mm.

Y24
Silver .750 fineness
Warsaw (W)

1933 - about 300,000

Figure 7

11 gms . 28 mm.
Y25
Silver .750 fineness
Warsaw (W)

1934 - 300,000

22 gms . 34 mm.

Y26
Silver .750 fineness
Warsaw (W)

1934 - 300,000

Figure 8

gms4.4
Y27
Silver
Warsaw

22

.750
(W)

mm.

fineness

1934 - less than 2M

1936 - less than 75,000

11 gms. 28 mm.

Y28
Silver .750 fineness

Warsaw (W)

1934, 1935, 1936 -less

than 2M
1938 - less than 400,000
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Weight and dia
i eoman No .

Materia 1

Mint
Dates of issue

and quantity

22 gins . 34 mm.
Y29
Silver .750
Warsaw (W)

1934 - less
1935, 1936,

less than
1938 - less

fineness

than 400,000
1937, 1939 -

2M
than 400,000

Weight and dia
Yeoman No.
Material
Mint
Dates of issue

and quantity

Weight and dia.
Yeoman No.

Material
Mint
Dates of issue

and quantity

Figure 9

4 .4 gms . 22 mm.

Y30
Silver .750 fineness
Warsaw (W)

1936 - less than 400,000

11 gms . 28 mm.

Y31
Silver .750 fineness
Warsaw (W)

1936 - less than 400,000
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Staff Reports & Club News
MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

MAY APPLICATIONS FCR MEMBERSHIP : Membership a
f
plications #442-

447 published in the May Bulletin have been admitted to member-
ship.

JUNE APPLICATIONS FCR MEMBERSHIP : The following persons have
applied for membership. If no written objection is received
by July 1, 1970, their membership will become effective that
date

:

#448

#449-MT

#450-MT

#451-MT

#452-MT

#453-MT

#454-MT

Mrs. Cecil R. Rhodes, 34 Shapleigh Rd., Kittery,
Maine 03904 — (world Types)

Salvatore M« Di Gloria, 117 Farnham St., Lawrence,
Mass. 01843 -- (World Types and Crowns)

Matt Krzastek, P. 0. Box 352, Sussex, New Jersey
07461 -- (World Types)

Richard H. Densley, P. 0. Box 2831, Norman, Oklahoma
73069 — (World Types)

John A. J. Bottenheim, 18 Schubertstraat
,
Amsterdam,

The Netherlands -- (Medals - Music & Composers)

Bery Isidor, P. 0. Box 4270. Haifi, Israel
(World Crowns & Silver)

Christine Boczarska, P. 0. Box 1171, Tallahassee,
Florida 32302 -- (Dealer in World Coins)

#455-MT

#456-MT

Raymond de Vos, Chateau perigord, Monte Carlo, Monaco
(Coins of Monaco)

Franz Baumann, 1 Berlin 30, Blatzheim AG,
Marburgerstrasse 3 — (World Types)

RE INSTATE LENTS : The following members have complied with the
By-Laws and Special Directives of the Board of Governors and
are hereby reinstated to full membership:

#186-MT Paul L. Crocker, 400 Montgomery St., Lake City,
Florida 32055 — (Central and South America)

#191 -MT Raymond Hu, P. C. Box 4, Taipei, Taiwan
(Chinese & Japanese)

#276-MT Neil Sowards, 548 Home Ave., Ft. Wayne, Indiana 46807
(World Types)

#243-MT R. A. Underwood, Jr., 3810 Inwood Road, Apt. 107,
Dallas, Texas 75209 -- (World Types)
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CHANGES OF ADDRESS :

#226-MT Thomas Boorsma, Molukkenstraat 119, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands -- (Dealer in World Coins)

#434-MT David Robert Cridland, No. 16 St. Nicholas Flats,
River Valley Road, Singapore 9 — (Chinese Cash
and Ancients)

#340-MT Bobby G. Gill, 124 Frederick St., Austin, Texas
78704 — (World Types)

#294-MT M/Sgt . Edward A. Guy, Det. 3-26 TRW 604, APO New
York 09149 -- (World Types by Date)

#351-MT Granvyl G. Hulse, Jr., 236 Station St., Herndon,
Virginia 22070 -- (World Types)

NEW MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION BLANK : After several months work,
the new NI "Application for Membership" is now available for
members use in recruiting fellow numismatists into our group.
One copy of the application blank is enclosed with this issue
of the NI Bulletin. Any members desiring more copies for their
own use may obtain them by writing the Membership Chairman at
the regular club mailing address.

1970 MEMBERSHIP DRIVE : As reported in the April 1970 NI Bulle-
tin, we have a goal of reaching 500 active members by the end
of this year. Now that the new Application Blank is available,
members are urged to request copies and use it as a tool in
spreading the word about NI. Remember — for each 10 new
members you sign up by the end of this year means one year's
free membership to you.

»»»»«* ............

1970 DUES : All applications for membership published after
this bulletin should include a check in the amount of $1.50.
In accordance with the By-Laws, all applications published
July 1 to November 1 each year shall be at 50/o of the annual
rate.
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EDITOR'S NOTE : Many items have been received in the past sev-
eral weeks for inclusion in the NI Bulletin. Due to the fact
that I was away on vacation for almost the entire month of May,
it is possible that I may have overlooked something, though I

certainly hope not. If any member has sent in a Member Notice,
news release, announcement of a new book, book review or any
other item for the bulletin and publication has not been made,
please accept my apologies and contact me again about the item.
Any overlooked items will be included in the July Bulletin if
received in time. Several feature articles are still on hand
and will be published in future issues of the NI Bulletin,
however, short articles of the page filler type are urgently
needed. If you have anything of interest to the other members,
long or short, please send it to us immediately and we will see
that it is published as soon as possible. Also, more use of
the Member Notice Page is urged. This is a free service to
the membership and you cannot benefit from it if you do not use
the free service. Many thanks for everyone's cooperation.

Marvin L. Fraley

NEWS ABOUI BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEMBERS : If some of you have
wondered why you haven't heard anything in reply to letters
to certain members of the Board of Governors, they have been
away on vacation. K. T. "Ed" Edwards, Mr. & Mrs . Jack E.
Lewis and Marvin L. Fraley just recently returned from a

25-day trip to Europe. Paris, Amsterdam, Utrecht, Rotterdam,
Berlin, Munich, Salzburg, Innsbruck and London were major
points visited along with several country-side and small
village drives in Holland, Germany, Austria, Northern Italy
and England.

During the trip they had the pleasure of visiting with NI
members Matthew J. van der Voort, Thomas Boorsma, Klaus
Persing (who met them in East Berlin) as well as signing
up a new member in 'Vest Berlin.

Another NI Board Member, John E. Vandigriff, has just returned
from a month-long combination business and vacation trip to
Europe. John included many major cities in Europe in his
itinerary and was in Munich one evening along v-ith Edwards,
Lewis' and Fraley.

The first meeting of the Board of Governors outside Dallas
and the USA was called to order in the evening of May 19th in
Munich by Vice-President K. T. "i-.d" Edvards. Details of the
meeting will be released to the various numismatic publications
in the near future.
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0-B - 1 -T - U-A-R -Y

KENNETH W. ROBINSON, Member #160 (March 1966) :

With deep regret, we report that Kenneth Robinson died on
May 29, 1970. Kenneth joined NI in March 1966 and was a
very active supporter and v/orker up until his death. He
was the featured speaker at the October 1968 and June 1969
meetings, presenting programs on "Ancient Greek Coinage
Showing the Development of the Coinage Art" . His wife
Doris shared his enthusiasm for numismatics, herself also
an NI Member, having joined in March 1967. Services were
conducted at Sparkman-Hillcrest in Dallas, Saturday, May
30th, followed by burial in the National Cemetery at
Chattanooga, Tennessee.

"The Copper and Brass Coins of Kirin ", by Edgar J. Mandel.

NI Member Mandel writes regarding the above reference book:

"In an effort to obtain more information on the copper coins
of Kirin which have never been completely cataloged, I have
put together the enclosed pamphlet showing the varieties
known to me. I would be glad to distribute this to any one
interested in this series with the hope that these collectors
would supply information on other varieties so that eventuall'
a mor® complete catalog can be published. There are report-
edly over 1500 varieties of the ten cash pieces."

The 11-page 8-1/2" x 11" booklet is available from the NI
Library or as stated above available from Mr. Mandel to
persons interested in the Kirin series. It is profusely
illustrated by high-quality plates and each variety is
numbered. A comparison chart of the booklet's numbering
system refers to Yeoman and Hogarv/Lewis numbers.

This is an extremely fine piece of research and is highly
recommended to all collectors of the Chinese series.

Address: Edgar J. Mandel, Box 956, Coral Gables, Fla. 33134
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BOOK REVIEWS

" The Coinage of British West Africa ", a 48-page booklet pub-
lished March 20, 1970 by Alcedo F. Almanzar, lists the 321
coins issued by British West Africa from 1907 through 1958
with mintage figures for each date and mint mark. It in-
cludes estimated prevalent prices for these coins in six
conditions -- from good through uncirculated--with photographs
of each type coin as well as metal composition and Yeoman
number, hence, the booklet is useful to both type and date
collectors. The three well-known "Mules" are illustrated
and priced, and proof sets and proof specimens are listed
and priced. A list of counterfeit coins is also included.

This, the first good evaluation of British West Africa coin-
age, will be of value in differentiating between common,
scarce and rare dates. Mint statistics are largely unreli-
able inasmuch as they reflect only the number of specimens
of each denomination struck by each mint during a calendar
year without differentiation between coins dated for that
year and coins struck with the previous year's die. Addi-
tionally, particularly between 1927 and 1936, not all the
mintage was shipped to British West Africa, but was melted,
the reason being reduced need because of the current Depres-
sion .

Some dates for which there are large reported mintages but
very few specimens are: l/10d 1916-H (480,000); l/10d

1919-KN (480,000); 3d 1936-H (1,000,000); 6d 1933

(1,000,000); 6d 1936-H (480,000); and, Id 1946-S (mint-

age not known). Despite the relatively large (800,000)
mintage of 1957-H threepence coins, only a portion was put

into circulation, therefore this coin is a relatively scarce

type coin today.

Mr. Almanzar, well-known United States coin dealer, has han-

dled British West Africa coins for many years and in large

quantities, and is therefore well qualified for compilation

of this catalog. Its price is $2.00 per copy and may be or-

dered from Mr. A1 Almanzar, Milam Building, Suite D, San

Antonio, Texas 78205 U.S.A.

Reviewer: Mr. Jerry Remick, Box 183, Quebec 10, P.Q., Canada
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"Price Catalog of Pure Nickel Coins of the World 11

,
by John

Hunter just released by the publisher, Hewitt Brothers,
7320 Milwaukee Ave

. ,
Chicago, Illinois, Retail $1.25 ea.

This 72-page softback reference book is the latest of the
Hewitt’s Numismatic Information Series and is the product
of many years research and work by NI Member John Hunter.

The reference lists all pure nickel issues since the first
struck by Switzerland in 1881, also giving a Chronology
of Pure Magnetic Nickel Coinage by countries from 1881 to
date. Each type coin is illustrated in actual size by a

high-quality photographic plate. Each type is identified
by the Yeoman numbering system along with denomination,
diameter in mm., weight in grams, thickness in mm. and the
edge description. Individual issues of each type are
listed by date, mintmark, mintage, mint and pricing in five
grades -- F, VF

, XF
,
AU and Gem.

Also listed after the regular issue portion are several
rarities which were struck but not released for general
circulation, along with prices reported paid on different
occasions when they were offered for sale.

This reference is highly recommended to all numismatists and
is a must for the library of any collector interested in the
Pure Nickel coinage series.

(Above reference is offered at a reduced price to NI Members
only in this month’s Coin Offering.)

"Turkish Banknotes of the Last Four Sultans ", by Dr. Mine
Erol, distributed by Numismata Orientalia, P. 0. Box 212,
Tenafly, New Jersey 07670; 255 pages, fully illustrated,
$7.50, paper covers.

Dr. Erol's new book deals with the paper currency-banknotes
circulated in the Ottoman Empire and in the early years of

the Republic. He has included a detailed history of the

issuance of these banknotes, and gives some statistics of

the numbers printed for certain issues.

He has described fifty nine banknotes, and has given the

transliteration into modern Turkish of the inscriptions which

appear on the obverses and reverses of them. Facing the

descriptions are actual size illustrations printed in black

and white. This book will be welcomed by the specialist and

collector in the field of paper currency, although its

readership will be limited to those who are familiar with the

Turkish language.

The uniqueness of the work, its reasonable price and useful

illustrations makes it a valuable addition to the reference

literature in the field.

The contents include the six notes issued in the reign of

Abdulmecid ,
the two under Abdul Aziz, ten under Abdul Hamid,

thirty-seven under Mehmed V and the remaining four under

Kemal Ataturk.
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Member Notice Page
Thomas D. Wooldridge. X-Ray Dept.. VA Hospital. Jackson .

Miss. 39216 : I have recently become interested in Medieval
European coins, especially of France, Germany and Spain. I
would appreciate correspondence with anyone in the collecting
field o

Chris R. Wilken, Jr., 7731 Vint St., Lincoln, Nebraska 68505 :

Can anyone help me?

I

need the designer's and engraver's
names for Post-Meiji Japanese coinage. Thank you.

W. D. Pendley, Jr. 1602 Goodwin St., Jacksonville, Fla. 32304 :

Have two (2) pieces EF/Better Japan Y48 5 Sen 1932 Showa Year
7. 1 Coblentz Iron 1918 25 Pf. kriegsgeld and 1 Stadt Essen
Zinc 1917 50 Pf. Kriegsgeld -- both VF/Better condition.
Would be interested in swapping any or all for EF/Better
Indian British silver pieces.

David Robert Cridland, No. 16 St. Nicholas Flats. River Valiev
Road. Singapore 9: Wanted — Two Cash South Sung coins as
Schjoths reference 961, 962, 1030-1035 inclusive, 1037, 1047,
1055-1062 inclusive. Will pay US $10.00 each. Any Ming coins
with mint marks on reverse. Please send any cash lists that
you have to me.

R. B, White, P. 0. Box 275, Sheldonville
,
Mass. 02070 :

FCR TRADE: RRR Netherlands 1941 Driekruinenboom 104: EF

.

Schulman #1043a. Interested in any equally rare Chinese
struck coppers, 10 Cash in particular.

Joseph A. Mazza, P. 0. Box 684, Melville, N. Y. 11746 :

Wanted — All Franklin Mint Medals and Gaming Tokens over 32mm.
Have world coins, tokens and medals to trade. Please list
what you have using Franklin Mint Catalogue Nos. if possible
and prices.

John Hunter. R.F.D. it 1. Hillsboro. New Hampshire 03244 :

Urgently need information on NEJD counterstamps on Turkey
Y45 and Y46. If for sale, please contact me. If not for
sale, would like to exchange information concerning these
coins

.
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